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Abstract
Terrorist attacks entail significant social costs, especially for citizens and government forces. It is therefore necessary to explore thepossible processes of the terrorist attack scenarios. In this work, the agent-based model is applied to explore the dynamics of a terroristattack unfolding under specified assumptions. Parameter traversal and repeated scenarios’ simulations are also exploited to obtainrobust results and to study the impact of the different agents, as well as their effects on the attacks’ progress along on the number ofassaults. By exploiting our knowledge on the military field, we propose, in this paper, different activity diagrams for modeling thebehaviors of four main agents: Population agent, Governmental force agent, Basic terrorist agent, and Intelligent terrorist agent. Infact, terrorist attacks scenarios have been simulated to study the impact of the presence of intelligence terrorist attacks comparing tothat of basic terrorist attacks.
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1. Introduction

Terrorist attacks become more and more regular and boldsince the September 11st attack in the USA. In fact, eachyear, 26400 people are killed within 10900 terrorist at-tacks according to Global Terrorism Database (GTD). Thatfact makes a need to study, model and simulate the historyof attacks in order to analyse organisational planning aswell as to understand time of intervention and/or to pre-dict behaviors of terrorists, population, and governmentalforces. In addition, that builds the need to study the impactof actors’ characteristics on the attack’s threat degree.
Actually, multi-agent system (Dorri et al., 2018) couldbe a good alternative to represent and model such terroristevents. Actors and functionalities could be well modeledand simulated through a set of agents that interact witheach others. By hypothesis posed within the present re-search work, agents are situated in the same environment

which is urban area. A multi-agent system has been pro-posed in our preliminary work entitled MAMCT for Multi-
Agent Model for Counter Terrorism (Kebir et al., 2020c; Kebir,2021) to model terrorist attacks with different agents anddatabases. In this work, we pay a particular attention to themost important agents which are Population agent, Gov-ernmental force agent, Basic terrorist agent which mod-els an untrained terrorist, and Intelligent terrorist agentwhich is defined as trained terrorist. Then, we representand describe agents’ behaviors by modeling both compu-tational and organisational process of each agent during anattack. To do, we present straightforwardly the intuitivebehavior of each agent using an activity diagram(Kebiret al., 2020a).

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The nextSection enumerates and reviews works aiming to modeland simulate terrorist attacks, in the defense field, basedon multi-agent systems. Section 3 details our proposal
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Figure 1. Finite state machine for terrorist attack process (Zhang et al., 2020)

regarding the multi-agent based modeling and represen-tation of the dynamic behaviors of terrorist, populationand governmental force agents during a terrorist attack.It has been done using activity diagrams. During Section4, we define materials and methods for our experimen-tal investigation. Besides, the impact of agents’ numberand characteristics on the final state of the attack will bediscussed. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
2. Related works

Agent-based modeling and simulation have been widelyused in social and behavioral science. Since we need tostudy the behaviors of several types of autonomous agentswithin a terrorist attack such as civilians, terrorists andgovernment forces, we provide the following related work.We find, in the literature, various research works study-ing terrorist attacks, in general, and those that have oc-curred frequently in recent years, in particular. Amongthese attacks, we cite mass shooting (Hayes and Hayes,2014), biochemical weapon (Song et al., 2013), poison gas(Wan et al., 2014), Manchester attack (Han et al., 2021) andBardo attack (Kebir et al., 2021)(Kebir et al., 2020d, 2022).In addition, Liu (2018) extended the social force modeland studied the effects of spatial layout, number of terror-ists, and initial distribution on the consequences of thistype of events. Chen et al. (2018) studied the evacuationprocess, and analyzed the effects of sensitivity factors, at-tack intensity, and population density. Wang et al. (2019)studied crowd dynamics in public space using video. Re-cently, authors in (Lu et al., 2021) built an agent-basedmodel to explore heroes role during terrorist attacks. Byusing three main categories of agents (civilians, terror-ists and heroes), a simulation of the Peshawar School Case(Pakistan, 2014) has been investigated. In addition, someresearches have been interested on the behavior of ter-rorists and civilians during terrorist attacks. For instance,Kuligowski investigated World Trade Center survivors dur-ing the 9/11 incident (Kuligowski, 2011), and proposed amodel for predicting human behavior during building fires

(Kuligowski, 2013). In 2020, Zhang et al. (2020) proposed acivilian behavior model based on the perception-decision-behavior framework and developed a simulation softwarebased on a multi-agent model.We note that researches treating population and ter-rorist behaviors in terrorist attacks are not enough(Kebir,2022). In addition, some of existing related works haveused multi-agent systems to model and simulate actorsbehaviors, but they need to vary and exploit possible andintuitive agents’ reactions and behaviors in such context.In this work, we simulate terrorist attacks scenarios usingan agent-based model which takes into account variousbehaviors according to the situation. For instance, (Zhanget al., 2020) modeled the process of an attack process asmentioned in Figure 1, while we will focus in detailing thebehavior of every agent according to the possible condi-tions occurred during a terrorist attack. In addition, wedistinguish between two kinds of terrorists in order tostudy the impact of their practice degree on the attackthreat and final scenarios’ states.
3. Simulating and capturing the dynamic agents

behavior during a terrorist attack

Based on our expertise on military field and inspired fromthe above mentioned related works, we present, the mainassumptions in which our multi-agent model is based,the description of the proposed model settings, and ourproposal for modeling agents behavior during a terroristattack using activity diagrams.
3.1. Assumptions

Our multi-agent system for terrorist attacks modeling isbased on the following main assumptions, which havebeen accredited in several related research works:
1. Government forces neutralize the terrorists withoutcivilian casualties.2. Terrorists attack both government forces and civilians.
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3. The four agents have the same initial level of health.4. The process ends when government forces, terrorists,or civilians are reduced to zero.
3.2. Agents presentation

In this work, we model a terrorist attack through captur-ing intuitive behaviors/actions of the four following au-tonomous agents that simulate persons:
• Population agent: Each population agent refers to acivilian. A civilian is a person from a population whois not active duty with military, naval, police, or firefighting organization. So he is generally untrained andpanics easily within uncomfortable situations.• Governmental force agent: This agent presents a partic-ipant of the armed intervention units provided by thegovernment.• Basic terrorist agent: A terrorist is a person who usesviolence to create a general climate of fear and assaultin a population to achieve a particular political objective.In this work, we refer the basic terrorist agent to anuntrained person. In fact, most terrorists lack trainingand expertise.• Intelligent terrorist agent: Based on the previous item,we conclude that this agent refers to a terrorist that hasbeen formed and trained. His reactions are thereforebetter calculated.
3.3. Agents behaviors modeling

During this section, we describe our model composed bythe previous mentioned species of agents interacting in agrid that presents our 2D environment (See Figure 2). Thebehavior of the four agents is ruled by the latter assump-tions presented in Section 3.1.In addition, we suppose that the neighbors of an agentin a grid, as mentioned in Figure 2, are those situated inorthogonal neighbor cells i.e. upper cell, lower cell, left celland right cell.Moreover, we assume that each agent has an initial en-ergy that may decrease over time during the attack. Inthis work, we model this energy by the level of health andcalculated as mentioned in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Level of health (LH)
Require: Agent A; Terrorist attack; degree of resistance ϵ;
Ensure: LH(A);

LH(A)← 1
while (ongoing attack) && (LH(A) >= ϵ) do
if ∀Agent X ̸= A; X attacked A then

LH(A)← LH(A)/2
end if

end while

Actually, different methods could be used to estimate

Figure 2. The 2D grid for simulating the real environment (blue: populationagents ; green: basic terrorist agents ; yellow: intelligent terrorist agents ;red: governmental forces agents)

the value of this variable. For instance, the model pre-sented in (Kebir et al., 2020c,b) proposed a mathematicalformula to specify the amount of energy lost by each agentduring the attack.As we have already mentioned in the assumptions, ter-rorist agents attack population agents and governmentalforces agent which causes a progressive loss of energy thatwill lead to death (Level of health < ϵ). Similarly, govern-mental forces agent attacks terrorist agent which couldcause their death. Each agent moves through an algorithmdescribed in figures 3, 4 and 5. Only the death of the agentstops its movements. By taking into account the interac-tion between agents, we describe, in the rest of this Sec-tion, the behaviour of each agent.
3.3.1. Population agentWe model, by the population agent, the reactions of a sim-ple citizen during a terrorist attack. This agent selects aneighbor cell randomly, then, it verifies if it contains aterrorist agent or not. If the presence of a terrorist agentis confirmed, then the population agent moves directly toanother random cell. This reaction shows the frustrationstate of the citizen. In case of negation, the agent checksfor a second time the presence of another population agentin the neighbors of the selected cell. If it is true, then theagent moves to this cell. In the other case, the process willbe restarted. The psychological impact of fear on people re-actions is modeled in this part. Peoples under high level offear have tendency to flow the crowd to feel safe and secure(Sinclair and Antonius, 2012; Zanette and Clinchy, 2017).The health level is checked after a contact with terrorist



agent. We formally show the latter discussed behavior inFigure 3.
3.3.2. Basic terrorist agentAs mentioned in Figure 4, Basic terrorist agent reactionsdepend on the type of agent in the neighbor cells. The pro-cess starts by attacking the governmental forces agent if itis located in the neighbor cell and checks for each iterationthe health level. Otherwise, basic terrorist agent attackspopulation agent in the neighbors cells. If the neighborscells are empty, the basic terrorist agent moves to one ofthem randomly.
3.3.3. Intelligent terrorist agentActually, this type of agent is designed to make more com-plex decisions than the basic terrorist agent. As shown inFigure 5, the reaction is different when confronted withmore than one government forces agent in nearby cells. Inthat case, the Intelligent terrorist agent flees and movesto other nearby cells at random. In addition, this type ofagent checks the threat level and proportionality beforemoving after neutralizing a governmental force agent. Itverifies the size of the government agents in the neighbor-ing cells selected to move towards it. The intelligent ter-rorist agent has a relatively better chance of neutralizingthe government forces agent than the basic terrorist agent.This is due to the complex reaction of the intelligent ter-rorist agent in its process of selecting its movement basedon the threat level.
3.3.4. Governmental force agentAs shown in Figure 6, Governmental force agent is alwayslooking for a terrorist agent, its intelligence comes from itsability to choose the best situation to start with. If there isa terrorist agent in the next cell, then he attacks it withoutany consideration. In other cases, this agent chooses tosupport other agents of the government forces in theirmission, as well as to help the population agent facing theterrorist agent. These reactions promote the safety of thegovernmental forces agent and save his life. The agentsof the governmental force tend to support each other inthe fight against both types of terrorist agents. The act ofconcentrating in space makes them stronger than the basicterrorist agent and have the ability to defend themselvesagainst both types of enemy agents
4. Results and discussion

During our experimental investigation, we used the plat-form GAMA as a modeling and simulation developmentenvironment for building spatially explicit agent-basedsimulations.Concerning the datasets, we built some data referringto the initial state of terrorist attacks, as mentioned in Ta-ble 1. Then, we kept the simulation of our proposed modelproviding the number of agents having LH > ϵ at the endof the attack. The idea is to choose scenarios data by fixing

Table 1. Initial states of terrorist attacks scenarios
Total agentsArmed forcesNbBTNbTTCivilians
22020191200Scenario 1 22020164200Scenario 2 22020146200Scenario 3 220201010200Scenario 4 22020812200Scenario 5

the number of population agents, the number of govern-mental forces agents, the number of total terrorist agentsand varying the rate of trained terrorist agents comparingto untrained ones. This allows us to study their influenceon the final state of the terrorism attack in term of numberof casualties.In fact, in this study, we mainly focused on studyingthe impact of the evolution of the trained terrorist agentsnumber regarding the number of untrained ones. To do,we define a new variable NT having the following equation:
NT = NbTT

NbTT + NbUT (1)
where NbTT and NbUT are respectively the number of in-telligent agents and the number of basic terrorist agents(Trained Terrorist agents and Untrained Terrorist agents).Consequently, the values of NT for the five scenarios in-dicated in Table 1 are respectively 0.05, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and0.6.In term of results, Figure 7 is a 3D curve that presentsthe evolution of the number of population agents and thenumber of governmental forces agents in function of thevariable NT for Scenarios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively (seeTable 1).We note from Figure 7 that the aggregation of the fi-nal number of Population agents and governmental forcesagents is somehow correlated to the variable NT whichis calculated from the initial values of terrorist agents. Infact, we remark from Equation 1 that the variable NT is nor-malized within the interval [0, 1]. The number of trainedterrorists regarding the total number of terrorists at thebeginning of the attack influences the total number of as-saults at the end of the attack (even among civilians orarmed forces).
5. Conclusion

The proposed multi-agent system allows the adhesion offour kinds of agents that refer to the main actors presentedin real terrorist attacks, which are : Population agent, Ba-sic terrorist agent, intelligent terrorist agent, and Govern-mental forces agent. The behavior of each agent has beenanalysed and modeled in order to simulate a terrorist at-tack in real conditions. The purpose of this simulation isto highlight the impact of an intelligent terrorist agentthat represents the best trained terrorist and the ability ofgovernment forces to deal with it. In addition, we distin-guished between terrorists types and we modeled them as
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Figure 3. Activity diagram to model Population agent’s behavior during a terrorist attack scenario
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Figure 4. Activity diagram to model a Untrained or Basic terrorist agent’s behavior during a terrorist attack scenario

two different agents.Thanks to the simulation of our proposed multi-agentsystem, this paper has been able to present the impact
of the presence of trained terrorist agents regarding thenumber of causalities. We aims, in the future, to extendthis paper in order to develop the experimental study and
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Figure 5. Activity diagram to model Intelligent or Trained terrorist agent’s behavior during a terrorist attack scenario
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Figure 6. Activity diagram to model a governmental forces agent’s behavior during a terrorist attack scenario

use our model to predict the number of assaults comparingto real cases, i.e. the final state of the scenario simulationaccurately fits the real attack in question. In addition, we
aim, to study the effect of varying the level of health (LH)function on the obtained final results.
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Figure 7. The impact of trained terrorists presence on the number of casu-alities within terrorist attacks
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